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itances: the weather, pleasant company (or isolation from any company), our moods, what we did at that
spot, any or all of which may have
nothing to do with the location itself.
An example of this is a Christmas
we spent at Montague Harbor on the
southwest side of Galiano Island. We
had cruised there, 32 miles north of
our Friday Harbor home, on a brisk

Christmas Eve day. Sunrise was in
company with |ohn and Maureen
Guzzwells' 45-foot Cutter, Treasure.
Montague, a British Columbia
provincial park, offers limited dock
space for those who like being close
to shore. Two smaller sailboats were
tied there, and their occupants had
erected tents ashore. We selected one
of several mooring buoys and tied

our two boatsalongsideeachother. In
the summer, this picturesque and
well-protected harbor overflows with
boats and people, and the ferryboat
callsregularly.
Christmas morning broke with a
glorious blue sky and a surprise basket of fresh fruit in our cockpit. (Our
staff had secretly arranged for the
Guzzwells to deliver it thusly.) Our
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Sttift currentsand
tidal action (top) are
part of all Northutest
cruising.Entering
PrincessLouisaInlet,
the utatertendsto kick
uyra bit. Wheninside
(left), thereis
hoztteaer
ttotltitrgto matchthe
charmof
ChatterboxFalts.
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on the almost still black water, and
the stars poked myriad holes overhead. In the pathway lit by the moon,
a little sloop, sail set with just enough
wind to keep it full, came drifting
by-one of the two boats that had
been earlier tied to the dock. Aboard
were three people, one playing the
guitar and the other two singing.
We had been to Montague before,
and we've been there several times
since. Of course, no visit there tops

other's company and read together. If
we were offshore, we'd be worrying
about the other doing his or her
watch in isolation on deck. Another
enticement to coastal cruising is the
chance to see interesting boats in the
harbors. Here and there, we unexpectedly come acrossone of our own
designs, and that is a special treat.
I've spent 95 percent of my lifetime
living on or around the fringes of
Vancouver Island with its hundreds
of smaller islands. jay has spent the
past 14 years in this part of the world
and we've cruised it together for 10
years. Yet we've both hardly touched
it.
The southern half of the eastern
side of Vancouver Island, including
Desolation Sound, Princess Louisa Inlet, the Gulf Islands, and the San
fuans, is the most popular (crowded)
in the summer. Come winter,anchoring there is easy, with no one to disrupt us.
The northern half of the inside.
and the entire western coast of the
island, is quite free of cruisers year
around. It's chock-full of fishermen,
who think cruisers are absolutely
bonkers for even contemplating
PrincessLouisalnlet, on the southeastern
sideof Vancouaer
Island.
spending time battling waves, fog,
Comewinter, you might beableto anchortherein solitude.
mist, harsh tidal currents, reefs and
our Christmas trip, but each return or isolation when they don't haae to do
Montague has several locations for
so. The western coast is impressively
camping and making cook-fires, as even contemplation of return, brings
littered with the skeletal remains of
sweet
memories
and
and
playing
ball
certainly
makes
for
as
a
field
well
Montague worthy of being dubbed a hundreds of vessels.
several stone beaches covered with
favorite.
One of the navigational hazards on
interesting driftwood. There's a trail
I think the worst part of any cruise the southeastern shores is Dodd Narupon which we set out. After an hour
of meandering through salal bushes, is getting to the point of actually leav- rows. It is formed by a pinching of the
ing the dock. |ay and I had planned to waters between the northwest corner
madrona (arbutus) trees and graceful
evergreens,we had circumnavigated circumnavigate Vancouver Island for of Mudge Island and nearby Cedarover four years before we actually did by-the-Sea on Vancouver Island. On
the peninsula jutting out from the
it. ln 1974 we bought all 100 charts the other side of Mudge Island, there
park.
All
of
the
main landing area of
that would take us around. Many isn't a great deal of maneuvering
this was accomplished in time to
nights, aboard our ketch and home, room, either. There, the water hits
whet our appetites for a mid-afterSunrise,we'd explore on paper the Gabriola Island in an only slightly
noon Christmas dinner.
After rowing back to our boats, we
many inlets and islands under our wider path. Where it does this, it is
justly called False Narrows, for it is
prepared salads and steamed vegetafingertips. We'd discuss anchoring
bles, and then all the other goodies possibilities in the deep fjords and rock-strewn and best navigated by
were laid on a festive table aboard
marvel at the imagined beauty of sev- those with intimate local and tidal
knowledge. Dodd Narrows is deeper
Treasure.The seven of us aboard Trea- eral thousands of feet of mountainsure,includinBlay and myself, stuffed
tops climbing high right next to us.
and thus safe for passage of most
ourselves. then sat back to listen to a
Our cruising desires have never re- boats, although best approached at
steam train/fiddle music tape Jay had ally included transoceanic crossings, other than maximum tide.
I can recall a few episodes from
recorded for Treasure.I worked at an but rather coastal explorations
afghan I was crocheting for my sister, around the world. We would rather more than 10 years ago when my
spend our time there than getting friends and I had helped boats get
while Maureen worked on a knitted
there.We revel in discovering a new through Dodd Narrows in times of
sweater for |ohn. All of a sudden, we
inlet, sailing an isolated bay, seeing distress. It is good to maintain a meathought we heard Christmas carols. It
new islands, watching the wildlife
sure of respect for these tumblings of
seemed incongruous. Who here, in
this almost vacant harbor, on this cold and marveling at the peaceful sce- nature. The 3 to l2-knot curr€nt can
nery of unexploited areas where few make a fool of you at best, or ruin you
winter's night, would be playing
others choose to cruise. We like to an- at worst. It is another reason why an
carols?
We hopped out into Treasure'scock- chor at night, to rest in a cosy cabin engine is a pretty useful tool in
near the wood stove, to share each Northwest cruising. Farther north,
pit. The moon was shining brightly
wood stove was crackling with
warmth from a breakfast topped by
donuts made aboard. I set a ham to
baking in our oven, while Maureen
got the turkey going aboard Treasure.
Jay made the stuffing and hopped
over to Treasure to tend to basting
needs; I made a hearty fruit cake of
fresh dried fruits and nuts, while
Maureen prepared a pie. With all
these in the oven, we went ashore for
a walk.
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Seymour Nanows in Discoverv pas_ of floats. Opposite
this is a group of
with our friends, Mike and Ellen
sage whips up l2-knot currents for a mooring buoys,
all of which we hear Brown aboard their San Juan 24 BIuelong mile, making Dodd look like a are overflowing
by midsummer.
berry Muffin, confirmed that we all
toy soldier in a real battlefield.
Since we went at the beginning of wanted to head on for the second desI always detest poking my nose summer/ we had a little more peace. tination. This was Bull
Harbour, in
around the corner north of Dodd Nar- Our first trip there was with
|ay's par- Hope Island, the last island before
rows. There, the Harmac division of ents in lune 1977. We motored into
Queen Charlotte Sound and Cape
MacMillan, Bloedel and Powell River
the narrow inlet on a calm, clear day Scott (the northern tip of Vancouver
Company's sawmill, pulp and paper and the sight of the mountains loomIsland).
factory belches its rotten egg smoke ing overhead gave
Floridian
I was a little sorryr that we had to
fay's
and fumes. If the company could parents cricks in their necks. Upon
turn on the engine at this point, for
somehow make the apparition attrac- tying Sunrise to the float, we ambled
the silence of the northern iountry is
tive to the eye and nose, it would be ashore. Soon we discovered beautiful
invigorating. Nature has her own
so much more acceptable. Much as I paths up weatherworn, disused log
songs which are so much more pleashate what it does to the scenery, I like
spills, overgrown with the lush rain
ant than our Volvo engine's. A small
it for several more reasons than I hate forest vegetation of giant ferns,
porpoise didn't seem to obiect to our
it.
spongy moss and towering maples. powerplant, however, and sphshed
It provides hundreds of jobs to lo- The forest ranger mentioned that
alongside us. Bald eagles frequently
cal residents, including some of my hikes are now discouraged because soared overhead, landing
in spindly
friends. It makes for the bustle of tugs too many tourists have wandered too
treetops along the bluffs of the isand booming of logs, an occupation I close to the top of Chatterbox Falls, lands to starboard. The
rock formaalways love to watch, and boat-types, and tumbled over the edge.
tions of these islands invite explorawhich I enjoy being part of. When I
tion. Thick trees lean over the
- One evening of the trip"we left port
learned to fly near Nanaimo, HarHardy to set sail for a little more
high tide mark, making the entire
mac's belching smoke was also my
telltale of the wind, and of my exait
location, if, in a moment of panic, I
didn't have my dead reckoning in
tune with my somewhat scatterbrained senses.So the mill has its definite plus factors.
After a few leering glances at Harmac/ my usual trick is to pretend it
isn't there because the othir side of
the channel holds the picturesque
north end of Gabriola Island.
Eighty-eight miles north of Gabriola Island, across the Straits of Georgia and up a long, winding fjord, is
Princess Louisa Inlet. This, too, is another of our favorite stopping points.
It cannot fairly be called an anchorage, for the water is too deep to
set an anchor and there is not enough
Montague,a British Colombiapark, hasa utell-protected
harborwhich
of an alluvial shelf anywhere along
oaerflowswith boatsand peoplein the summer.'
the steeply sloping shoreline to set a
bow and stern anchor, which is often
northing and ran into a perfect examscene a wealth of green.
our practice in these majestic inlets.
ple of the beguiling nature of the
Soon, we were turning the corner
Princess Louisa is home to Chatter- summer winds.
of Bull Harbour, while still ogling the
box Falls, and is a park supported by a
Part way out of the harbor, we set
dark fissures worn into the rocky
group which calls itself the Princess the course, topsail and mizzen stayshoreline. The wide opening ther-e
Louisa Society. The group's purpose sail, and, with a wind speed of 12 to
narrows as a small island fits into its
is to maintain the simple beauty of 15 knots, made speed through the
northeastern nook. Rounding the
the inlet, and it bucks the various Ca- water of 6 to 6Vz knots. This cheer
right side of it, we came upon a comnadian forestry companies who
lasted a little less than an hour. Then,
mercial fishermen's supply facility,
would shear the mountainsides of as the wind lessened, we loafed along
with fishboats by the dozens rafted
trees and turn the inlet into another Goletas Channel at 3 to 4 knots.
up at anchor in the harbor. Aside
log booming ground.'fhe only sign
fust as we threatened to turn on the
from Mufffu and our Sarrise there
of habitation so far is Malibu Resort, engine, an earnest puff of wind
were only two other pleasure boats: a
an environmentally pleasing collec- gusted in and teased us into leaving
trimaran and a power cruiser.
tion of lodges for Christian youth all sails set (including the jib, by this
This area of the world is definitelv
programs/ located at the point of the time). The winds were being as fickle
a working man's domain, and only
swiftly
flowing
Malibu
Rapids, as they could, but we sailed for anthe hardier tourists will consider
which open into the inlet.
other half-hour, until we were off our
coming for pleasure. Perhaps it has
On the east side, almost at the base optional stopping point, Port Alexsomething to do with the rocky
of Chatterbox Falls is a narrow string ander. A quick talk across the water
shoreline, the lack of commerciil
August,1980
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amenities, the frequent fog and clinging rainclouds which are common so
much of the year. To us, these things
number among its many appeals.
They tend to present the scenery in
an ever-changing panorama, and
help keep the population down, so
that we can revel in it virfually alone.
As we settled below for a dinner of
cold turkey, salad, apples and herb
tea, the stove took the dampness out
of the air. Evidently, the irregular
breezes were bringing in a new
weather pattern for it was beginning
to rain.
Rounding Cape Scott, the northern
point of Vancouver Island, in the fog
seems to be a tradition with us. We
have yet to actually see the north end,
although we would recognize it audibly by its foghorn. Beyond the point,
there are many inlets and islands
along the western coast we haven't
had time to explore. About halfway
down the west side, though, is a stoPping pointwhich will always rate the
status of favorite: Hot Springs Cove.
There are ample spots for anchoring
in this inlet, or one can be lazy, as we
often are, and tie up to the government dock for free. The east side of
the inlet is formed by a mile-long
peninsula; the dock is situated about a
mile from the entrance. The natural
hot springs and pools are located
quite close to the tip of the peninsula.
From the dock to the springs there
is a fairyland trail through the woods.
This path is located on ProPerty
known officially as Maquinna Park. It
is reasonably well maintained and in
peaceful antithesis of its namesake.
(Nootka Chief Maquinna has the dubious distinction of having captured
the American ship Boston,in 1803,
and massacring all but two of the
crew.)
Halfway to the springs, there is a
promontory from which to look
down through a scattering of arbutus
trees over the water to Mate Island,
which forms the northwest side of
the southern edge of the cove. Then
back you go into the woods for a
while, until reaching the first sign of
the baths: a gurgling, steaming, little
spring and a stream, smelling distinctly, but not unpleasantly, of sulphur. A short ways farther there is a
series of prominent rocks, nestled in
the basesof which are the hot springs
pools. At the top of the rocks, someone has placed an old-fashioned
clawfoot bathtub, piped water into it,
and let it overflow the back. This bath
is no doubt for souls whose skin is
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made with a melting Point weII
above 180 degrees Fahrenheit. We
thus bypass it and climb on down to
the rocks above the natural baths.
There, we take off our clothes and settle into the heavenly warm, gurgling
water.
As the series of four Pools sPill
their water into each other, they become progressively cooler, until they
meet the incoming ocean water.
Thus, we start with the coolest ones,
and work our body temPeratures uP
gradually, until we can stand uP under a hot spray that falls down from
the large rocks overhead. Intermediate relief can be had by returning to
the oceanside pools, where we wash,
allowing our soaP to be rinsed out to
sea immediately.
The danger of such pools is in overheating the body. We take along some
sort of food to comPensate for energy
losses on the round-trip hike (one
way, it takes about 30 minutes) and
the hot soak. Youngsters-especially
babies-are best bathed onlY in the
small pools formed at low tide, for it
is frightening how quicklY an infant's internal thermostat can become
overtaxed if put in bath water that's at
all higher than body temPerature.
About 50 miles south of Hot
Springs Cove is Barkley Sound.
When the sun holds forth, this is
truly a summer cruising paradise. As
is traditional for the west coast there
are hundreds of fishboats working
out of the twomain towns, Ucluelet on
the north side of the sound and Bamfield on the south. Pleasure boats are
still relatively few in number compared to the eastern shores of Vancouver Island.
Barkley Sound is filled with intdguing islands, with woodsy walks
and the occasional strip of sandy
beach amongst the rocky and sometimes cave-like fissures that alternate
along the shorelines. It is our preference to simply choose an anchorage
based on who is not there, so that we
may have a chance to enjoy the peaceful scenery alone. There are so many
fine anchorages that it would take us
years to experience them all.
So far, our favorite is Effingham Island. Located in the middle of the
many islands of Barkley, this little
gem offers a bit of everything: protected anchorages, sandy as well as
rocky beaches, grassy strips and open
woods. For anchoring we chose a
long inlet on the west side, closed in
partly by neighboring islands. As the
inlet has a fairly long run of shallow

water we set a grapnel hook in the
rocks on the beach. This way we
wouldn't run aground, but we'd still
be close enough for a row to shore.
We led the hook via a couple of lines
to our stern cleat, as a counterbalance
to the bow anchor.
It was a calm evening, and as we ate
supper on the aft deck, we idly
watched the mudsharks chase about
in the shallows, their dark fins slicing
through the glassy water, leaving
broadening rings of ripples in their
wakes. The sun took its time setting,
and cast a glorious purplish pink in
the ripples.
The next morning, we were accosted with the usual Pacific Coast
fog. Visibility was limited to the closest shore. At such times, the moss and
trees look much greener than at others, for they provide a sharp contrast
to the bland white background. One
of the things I love about Pacific
Northwest living is the great variety
of climates, and the chances it gives
for me to see my environment wearing a whole new set of clothes for
each weather and seasonal change.
Inclemence provides us with excuses:
excusesin the rain to stay below, to be
lazy and rest and read; excuses in the
fog to stay and explore the shore because it would be too much of a strain
to peer through the murk if we were
underway. We happily had an excuse
this morning and stayed to explore
ashore.
The woods on this part of Effingham are quite clear of underbrush,
and there are numerous trails across
the peninsula. Farther up the bluff to
our south, the going is considerably
rougher, but we stuck to the straightforward route, and within 15 minutes
had reached the other side. A long
grassy area precedes the beach, running parallel to it. The gray, sandy
beach itself is a beachcombey's dream,
filled with interesting bits of small
and large driftwood, colorful small
shells, tumbledown children's log
forts, and remains of bonfires. I found
an old wooden recipe box which I
took back with us. I still use it today,
with fond memories of Effingham
every time I open the lid.
The environs of Vancouver Island
are filled with endless potentially favorite anchorages. We look forward
to pursuing more of them over our
lifetime of cruising. Perhaps we'll
keep a step ahead of others in this
pursuit, so that we may continue to
revel in the island's peaceful
I
isolation.
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